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Abstract. In this paper we examine infinite-dimensional control systems governed by
semilinear evolution equations and having both state and control constraints. We introduce
the relaxed system and show that the original trajectories are dense in an appropriate function
space in the relaxed ones. We also determine the dependence of the solution set on the initial
conditions. Then using those results we establish necessary and sufficient conditions for
optimality for some optimization problems. Finally we prove some controllability results.
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!. Introduction
In this paper we consider control systems governed by semilinear evolution equations,
with both state and control constraints. The study of infinite-dimensional control
systems was initiated by the works of Egorov [8] and Lions [13] and since then it
has attracted the interest of many mathematicians and has become one of the most
important and productive areas of applied mathematics. The majority of the works
treats systems with no state constraints and with time independent control constraints.
Recently Barbu [2] and M ackenroth [15], studied convex optimal control problems
where a linear equation and a state constraint are given.
In this work, we study systems governed by a semilinear evolution equation and
having general state and control constraints of the form x(t)~K(t) and u(t)~ U(t), where
K(.), U(.) are the time varying sets (they can be functional constraints or inclusion
constraints or combinations thereof). We define the relaxed (convexified) system, and
we address the "relaxation" problem, namely we examine what is the relation between
the sets of trajectories of the original and relaxed systems. Then we examine the
dependence of the set of solutions of the original system on the initial condition.
Combining these results, we are then able to obtain some necessary and sufficient
conditions for the solutions of some nonlinear, convex optimization problems and
determine some continuity properties of the corresponding value (Bellman) function.
Finally we derive some necessary and sufficient conditions for controllability.
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2. Preliminaries

Let X be a separable Banach space. Throughout this paper we will be using the
following notations:
Ps~,~(X) = {A ~_ X: nonempty, closed, (convex)}
and

P~w~kt,~= {A ~_ X: nonempty, ( w - ) compact, (convex)}.
If (D,,Z) is a measurable space and F: fl--*2x\{~}, we say that F(-) is graph
measurable, ifGr F = {(to, x)efl x X: xeF(~o)} ~Y_,x B(X), B(X) being the Borel a-field
of X.
If Y, Z are Hausdorff topological spaces, a multifunction G: Y--*2z\{~ "} is said to
be upper semicontinuous (u.s.c.) (resp. lower semicontinuous tl.s.c.)) if for every C ___Z
closed G-(C)= {y~ Y: G(y)n C 4: ,Q~} (resp. G +(C)= {ye Y: G(y)~ C}) is closed in Y.
Under additional hypotheses on Y, Z we can have other equivalent definitions of
upper and lower semicontinuity. For details we refer to Delahaye-Denel [4]. When
a multifunction is both u.s.c, and I.s.c., then it is said to be continuous.
On Ps(X), we can define a generalized metric, known as the "Hausdorff metric"
by setting:

h(A, B) = max {sup (d(a, B), aeA), sup (dtb, A), beB)}.
Here A, Be Ps (X) and d(a, B) = inf( IIa - b II:b E n), the distance of a from B (similarly
for d(b, A)). It is well known that (Ps(X), h) is a complete metric space. A multifunction
F: X ~ Ps(X) is said to be Hausdorff continuous (h-continuous), if it is continuous
from X into the metric space (P~(X), h). In general, continuity and h-continuity are
not comparable notions. However they coincide if the multifunction is compact valued
(i.e. has values in P~(X)). This is a consequence of the fact that on Pk(X) the Vietoris
and Hausdorff topologies coincide (see Klein-Thompson [10], p. 41).
Now let f : X ~ R = ~ U { + ~ }
be a proper (i.e. not identically + ~ ) , convex
function. Let x e d o m f = {zeX:f(z) < + ~}. The subdifferential off(-) at x is defined
to be the set

Of(x) = {x*eX*: (x*, x' - x) <~f(x') -f(x), x'eX}
(see Laurent [ 12]).
Finally if A _ X, then the support function of A is the function a(., A): X*--* R
defined by

a(x*, A) = sup {(x*, x): xeA},
where (-,.) denotes the duality brackets for the pair (X, X*).

3. Relaxation results

The mathematical setting is the following. Let T = [0, b] and H a separable Hilbert
space. Also X is a dense subspace of H carrying the structure of a separable, reflexive
Banach space and which embeds continuously in H. Identifying H with its dual (pivot
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space), we have X c_, H ~ X* with all embeddings continuous and dense. We will
also assume that they are compact. To have an example in mind consider X = H o~
(0, I), H = L2 (0, !) and X* = H - ~(0, 1). Such a triple of spaces (X, H, X*) is often called
a "Gelfand triple" or "spaces in normal position". By I1"II (resp. [' I, I1"11,), we will denote
the norm of X(resp. of X, X*). Also by (-,') we will denote the inner product in H
and by ( . , . ) the duality brackets for the pair (X, X*). The two are compatible in the
sense that if x e X ~_ H and h e l l ~_ X*, then we have (x,h)= ( x , h ) . By Hw we will
denote the space H endowed with the weak topology. Also let Z be a separable Banach
space, modelling the control space. The distributed parameter control system under
consideration is the following:

{

,~(t) + A(t)x(t) =f(t,x(t),u(t)) a.e. on T )
x(O) = x o, x(t)eK(t), t ~ T
~ (*).
u(t)~ U(t) a.e., u(.) is measurable

To this system we associate a larger system, with convexified dynamics, known as
the "'relaxed system".

{

.;~(t)+ A(t)x(t) = Sz f(t, x(t), z)2(t)(dz))
x(0) = x o, x(t)~ K(t)t E T
~ (*),.
2(t)eE(t) a.e., 2(')is measurable

Here E(t)= {2~MI+(Z): 2(U(t))= 1} (by M~+(Z)we denote the space of probability
measures on Z). So 2(-) is a transition probability. Note that in the dynamical equation
governing (*),, the control function 2(.) enters linearly.
We will make the following hypotheses concerning the data of our problems.
H(A): A: T x X--, X* is an operator s.t.

(1) A(t) (') is linear, continuous,
(2) IIA(t')x - A(t)x I[, ~<kit' - t[ IIx II,k > 0 for all t', te T, x e X ,
13) (A(t)x, x > >/c IIx II2 e > 0 (i.e. A(t) (') is strongly monotone).
H(f): f : T x H x Z ~ tt is a function s.t.
(1)
(2)
(3)
14)

t ~ f ( t , x, z) is measurable,
x ~ - f ( t , x, z) is continuous, monotone,
(x, z ) ~ f ( t , x, z) is continuous from H • Z into Hw,
If(t, x, z)l ~<a(t) + b(t)(Ixl + IIz II) a.e., with a(.), b(')~L2+.

Remark. The dissipativity hypothesis H ( f ) (2) on f ( t , . , z) can be replaced by
(2)' If(t, x', z) - f ( t , x, z)l ~<k(t)Ix' - xl a.e., with k(')~Ll+.
H(U): U: T ~ P I , ( Z )
W~P,,.k,.(Z).

is a graph measurable multifunction s.t. U(t)~ W a.e., where

Because of hypothesis H(A), from proposition 5.5.1 of Tanabe [22], we know that
A(.)(.) generates a strongly continuous evolution operator S : A = {(t,s)~T x T:
0 <~s <~t <~b} ~ C~(H), in terms of which a solution of the Caucby problem describing
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the dynamics of (*), is given by the following variation of constants formula:

x(t) = S(t, O)xo + Ji S(t, s)f(s, x(s), u(s)) ds,

t~

T.

It is well known (see for example Barbu [3], p. 167 or Lions [14]), that in this case

x(')EW(T) = {x~L2(X): ~rL2(X*)} --- C(T, H).
We will make the following hypothesis on S(t, s): H~: S(t, s) is compact for t > s,

(t, s)~a.
To have a typical example in mind consider the Laplacian.
Let Q(xo) be the set of trajectories of (*) and Q,(xo) the set of trajectories of (*)~.
Note that given any initial control function u('), we can view it as a relaxed control
by considering b('), the Dirac transition probability. So Q(xo)~Q~(xo). In [20], with
u(t)

no state constraints present (i.e. K(t) = H for all t~T), we proved that under hypotheses
H(A), H(f), H(U), H~. we have Q(xo) = Q,(xo), the closure taken in C(T, H). We would
like to have the same result, in the presence of the state constraints K(.). For this we
will need the following hypothesis on K(.).
H(K): K: T ~ P I ~ ( H ) is 1.s.c. and int K(t)~ ~ for all t~T.
A well known selection theorem of Michael [16], tells us that under the above
hypothesis, there exists k: T---, H continuous s.t. k(t)eK(t) for all t e T (i.e. K(-) admits
a continuous selector). Denote by CS(K) the set of continuous selectors of K(-).
To prove our density (relaxation) result, we will need the following three auxiliary
results, which are actually of independent interest.

Lemma a. If hypothesis H(K) holds and x(.)~CS(int K) then t--*p(t)=d(x(t), bdK(t)) is
I.s.c. where bdK(t) denotes the boundary of K(t).
Remark. Because of Michael's theorem [16] (theorem 3.2"), we know that
CS(int K) ~ ~ . Also note that even though K(.) is lower semicontinuous, bd K(.) need
not be such. For example let K(t) = [0, 1] if t ~ 0 and K(0) = [0, 1/2]. Clearly K(-) is
l.s.c, but bd K(.) is neither l.s.c, nor u.s.c.
Proof We need to show that for all 2 > O, the level set
L(2) = {t~T: p(t) <~2}
is closed in T. So let t.--+ t, t.~L(2), n >~ 1. Let s > 0, s < 2 be given. Due to the lower
semicontinuity of K(') (hypothesis H(K)), we can find no ~> 1 s, t, for n>~ n o we have:

K(t) __ K(t.) +

~,

where /}, is the open e-ball in H. Also there exists nl >/1 s.t. for n >/nl we have
[x(t.)-x(t){ <~. Then for zEbdK(t) and for n>~n 2 = m a x ( n o , n 0 , we have: p(t)~
ix(t) - zl <~[x(t) - x(t.)l + [x(t,) - zl. Therefore p(t) < e + d(x(t.), bdK(t)). Since
x(t)~K(t) ~_ K(t.) + e/}x for n t> n2, we get:
d(x(t,), bdK(t)) <~d(x(t,), bd(K(t.) +/},))).
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F r o m this inequality we see that if there exists {t,~}k~ ~ ~ - { t , } , ~ s.t.
d(x(t,~), bd(K(t,~) + 1~)) <~2,
then in the limit as k ~ ~ , we will get

p(t)<~ + ;..
Let e~0. We have p(t) ~< 2 ~tEL(,~). So assume that for all but finitely m a n y n >~ n2
we have:
d(x(t.), bd(K(t.) + ~l~t) ) = 2. > )..
This inequality means that x(t.) + I)~. ~ + 1~ ~_ K(t.) + 1~ for n ~> n 2. So for n 1> n 2
we have

x(t.) + I}-a _~~_ K(t.)~d(x(t.), bdK(t.)) >i ).~ - e
2. ~< e + d(x(t.), bdK(t.)) = e + p(t.) ~ p ( t ) < 2e + p(t.) < 2e + 2.
Let e J,0. We get p(t)<<,).=~teL(2)is c l o s e d - - p ( ' ) is I.s.c..

Q.E.D.

Remark. It is clear from the above proof that H can be any Banach space (note that
since T is a c o m p a c t metric space we do not need separability on H; see Michael
[16], theorem 3.2").
Lemma ft. If hypothesis H(K) holds, then CS(int K) = int CS(K) v~ ~ .
Proof It is clear from the definitions that int CS(K) ~_ CS(int K). We will now show
that the opposite inclusion also holds. Let x(.)eCS(int K) and set p(t) = d(x(t), balK(t)).
F r o m lemma 2, we know that/7(.) is l.s.c.. Since T is compact, there exists t e T s.t.
inf p(t) = p(t') = d(x(t'), bdK(O) > 0
t~T

since x(t')eint K(t'). Let 6 < p(i'). Then clearly x(.) +/~6 ~- CS(K)=~x(.)eint C S ( K ) ~
CS(int K) = int CS(K) and the nonemptiness follows from proposition 2.3 and theorem
3.1"' (c) of Michael [16].
Q.E.D.

Remark. Again H can be any Banach space.
For the next l e m m a assume that Y is any Banach space.

Lemma 7. I f A, B ~_ Y are such that A is convex, B is convex with int B ~ ~ ,
and . 4 n int B =~ ~ ,

then A n B = A n B .
Proof F r o m i e m m a 5 of M o r e a u [ 17], we k n o w that a i,~i,, n (') = azn8 (') = (aA [] an) (')
(the infimal convolution in the sense of convex analysis of aA(') and an('), see Laurent
[12] t. S i n c e / I n int B and A c~ B are both convex, from the equality of their support
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functions, we get that A c ~ i n t B = A n B . Let x e , 4 n i n t B . Then we can find x , e A
s.t. x , ~ x and 6 > 0 s.t. x +/~,___ intB. So for n 1> 1 large enough, we will have
that xne x + l~, =r xn~ A n int B =~x e A n int B =~A n int B = A n int B = A nB=~ A n B =
A n B as claimed.
Q.E.D.
Now we are ready for the theorem comparing the sets Q(xo) and Q,(xo).

Theorem 3.1. I f hypotheses H(A), H(f), H(U), Hc and H(K) hold and there exists
x(" )~Q(xo) s.t. x(t)eint K(t) for all t e T, then Qr(Xo) = Q(xo) the closure taken in C( T, H).
Proof. Let P(xo) and P,(xo) be the sets of trajectories of (*) and (*), respectively,
when no state constraints are present (i.e. K(t)= H for all t~T). From theorem 3.2
of [20], we know that P,(xo) = P(xo), the closure in C(T, H). Now observe that:
Q(xo) = e(xo) n CS(K)
and
Q,(xo) = P,(xo)n CS(K).
So Qr(xo) is convex, closed in C(T, H). From our interiority hypothesis and lemma
7, we have that int CS(K) ~ ~ . Since P(xo) -- Pg(xo) is convex, CS(K) is convex with
nonempty interior and by hypothesis P(xo)nint CS(K):~ ~ , we can apply lemma
fl and get that Q(xo) = P(xo)n CS(K) = P(xo) n CS(K) = P,(xo) n CS(K) = Q,(xo), the
closure in C(T, H).
Q.E.D.
An immediate, useful consequence of the above density result is the following
theorem concerning the reachable sets R(t)= {x(t):x()~Q(xo)} and R,(t)= {x(t):
x(.)eQ,(xo)}, t~ T.

Theorem 3.2. i f the hypotheses of theorem 3.1 hold, then for all te T, R(t) = R,(t), the
closure taken in the strony topology of H.
Proof. Note that for every t~T, R(t) = e, (Q(xo)) and R,(t) = e,(Q,(xo)), where e,(.) is
the evaluation of t ~ T map. Recalling that e,(.) is continuous on C(T,H) (see for
example Kuratowski [! 1]) and using theorem 3.1, we get:
e,(Q,(xo) ) = e,(Q(Xo) ) ~- e,(Q(xo) ).
But from [20] we know that Q,(xo) is compact in C(T, H). So we have:
e, (Q,(x0)) = e,(Q(xo))
=~ R,tt) = R(t), the closure taken in the strong topology on H.
Q.E.D.
Next we will examine the dependence of the set Q,(x o) on the initial condition x 0.
Such a study, will lead us to some interesting observations concerning the value
function of certain optimization problems that we will consider in the next section.
We will need the following lemma.
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Lemma ~. If V, Y are metric spaces and G: V ~ Pk( Y) is a multi function s.t. for all K ~_ V
compact, the restriction of G(') on K is u.s.c., then G(') is u.s.c..
Proof. We need to show that for all C ~ y nonempty, closed, we have that
G-(C) = {x6V: G ( x ) n C :/: ~ } is closed too. So let {x~}n~>t ___G-(C), x n ~ x in V. Then
by hypothesis G(') restricted on K = {x~,x},,>~t is u.s.c.. Thus G(K) is compact (see
Klein-Thompson [10], theorem 7.4.2, p. 90). Let y ~ G ( x , ) n C . Since {y,}~>~_ G(K),
by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that y,--*y in Y. So
yEiim G(x~) and because GI x is u.s.c., we have lim G(xn)c_ G(x)=~yeG(x) and yeC=~
G(x)c~C ~ ~=~ x e G - ( C ) ~ G ( ' ) is indeed u.s.c.
Q.E.D.
Having this lemma, we can prove our first theorem concerning the dependence of
Q,(xo) on the initial condition Xo.
In what follows we set F(t, x) = u {f(t, x, u): u ~ U(t)} and F,(t, x) = {Jw f(t, x, z) 2(dz):
2eE(t)}. From the proof of theorem 3.2 in [20] we know that cony F(t,x)= F,(t,x).
So F,(t,x)eP~kr
for all (t,x)~T x n.
Theorem 3.3. I f the hypotheses of theorem 3.1 hold for all XoeV ~_ H, then

Q~:

V ~ PdC(T, H)) is u.s.c.
Proof. In view of lemma 6 and the equivalences in Delahaye-Denel [4], we only need
to show that if x~ --~ xo in V, then lim Q,(x~o) ~_ Q,(xo).
So let y elim Q,(x~o). Then by definition (see Kuratowski [11], p. 337), we can find

ynk 6Q,(x~k) s.t. ynk _2_,y in C(T, H). Then we have:
y~(t)=S(t,0)x~ k +
where

fo

S(t,s~(s)ds,

ter

o , d ) s s L ( ' , y~(-)) = {hsLI(H): h(t)~F,(t, y,dt)) a.e.}.
From proposition !, p. 47, of Aubin-Cellina [1], we know that F(t, ') is u.s.c, from
H into Hw. So F,(t,.) is u.s.c, from H into H w. Therefore we have that cony Uk~l
F(t, y~(t)) = L(t)eP,,kdH). Furthermore for every k >/1 we have:
Gr F(-,ynk(-))= { (t,x)e T x H: xeF(t, y~(t)) }

= {(t,x)eT x H:x =f(t,y~(t),u),ueU(t)}
= {(t, x)e T x H: x - f ( t , yn~(t), u) = 0, d(u, U(t)) = 0}.
Let O(t,x,u)= x-f(t,y,~(t),u) and tl(t,u)= d(u, U(t)). From H ( f ) we have that
0(.,-,-) is measurable on T x H x Ww, where W~ is the set W with the relative weak
topology. Also from H(U) we have that r/(., .) is measurable on T x W. Furthermore
from corollary 2.4 of Edgar [7], we have that B(Y~) = B(Y) =~ B(Yw)c~ W = B(Y) c~ W
B(W~) = B(W). Hence

{(t,x,u)~T x H x W: O(t,x,u)=O,

tl(t,u)=O}~B(T) • B(X) x B(Ww).

But recall that Ww is a compact Polish space (see Dunford-Schwartz [6], theorem
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3, p. 434). So we can apply the Arsenin-Novikov theorem (see Dellacherie [5]) and
get that:

projr•

x H x W: O(t,x, u)= O, q(t,u)= 0}~B(T) • B(H)

=~Gr F(., y,~(.))eB(T) x B(H)=~ F,(', y,~('))
is graph measurable~L(-) is graph measurable. Also from H(f), it is easy to see that
t - , IL(t)[ = sup {[yl:y~L(t)}eLl+. So we can apply proposition 3.1 of [18] and deduce
that by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that
9,k-L-~9 in D(H). Then from theorem 3.1 of [19], we have:
9(t)econv w-lim F,(t, y,k(t)) ~_ F,(t, y(t)) a.e.

=~y(t) = S(t,O)x o + f l S(t,s)o(s)ds,

tET.

Let L(t)= {).~Z(t):g(t)= Sw f(t,y(t),z)2(dz)}. From the definition of F r ( ' , ' ) i t is
clear that L(t) 4: ~ for all t~ T. Let p: T x M~+(Ww)--, H be defined by p(t, 2)= .q(t)-~w
f(t, y(t), z)2(dz). Clearly p(t, 2) is measurable in t. continuous in 2. Hence since M+(Ww)L
with the usual narrow (weak) topology, is compact metrizable, we conclude that p(t, 2)
is jointly measurable. Therefore since Gr Y~B(T) x B(MI+(Ww)) (see [20] ), we conclude
that:
G r L = {(t,).)eT x Ml+(W~):p(t,2)= 0} n G r E ~ B ( T ) x B(M~+(Ww)).
Apply Aumann's selection theorem (see Wagner [23]) to get ;~:T--,ML+(W~)
measurable s.t. ).(t)eL(t) for all te T. Then 9(0 = fw f(t, y(t), z)2(t)(dz)=~ysQ,(xo) =~
Q,(.) is indeed u.s.c, from H into Pk(C(T,H)).
Q.E.D.
For a simpler form of the system, in which state and control functions are separated,
we can say more.
So consider the following "original" and "relaxed" systems:
{ .~(t) + A(t)x(t) =f(t, u(t)) a.e. on T ]

x(O) = Xo, x(t)E K(t)t6 T,
~((*=*)
u(t)~U(t) a.e., u(-) is measurable J
and

{

.~(t) + A(t)x(t) = Sw f(t, z)).(t)(dz) a.e. "}

x(O) = x o, x(t)EK(t)te T,

~ (**),.

2(t)eZ(t) a.e., 2(') is measurable

As before E(t)= {2eM~+(Ww):2(U(t))= 1} and Q(xo) (resp. Q,(xo)) is the solution
set of (**) (resp. (**),). Hypothesis H(f) now takes the following simpler form:
H ( f h :f: T x Z ~ Hw is a map s.t.
(1) t--*f(t, z) is continuous,
(2) Z ~f(t,z) is continuous from Z into Hw,
(3) If(t,z)[ <<,a(t) a.e. with a(.)eL2+.
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Theorem 3.4. If hypotheses H(A), H ( f h, H(U), H~, H(K) hold and there exists
:t(-)eQ(xo) s.t. x(t)eint K(t) for all teT,

then there exists 6 > 0 s.t. for all X'o6(Xo + 1~6)= V, Q(x'o) ~ f~ and Q(') is l.s.c, from F
into

2OT'nl\{~}.

Proof. Let ~t(.) be the interior trajectory emanating from Xo, postulated by our
hypothesis. Let a(.)eSb be the admissible control generating ~('). F r o m lemma 13 we
know that there exists 61 > 0 s.t. :~+ 1~, c CS(K). Let 6 = (61/M) (where I1S(t, s) II ~ M
for all (t,s)~A) and for X'oeXo + I~6, define:
x(t) = S(t, O)x'o + f l S(t, s)f(s, a(s)) ds
=~ IIx(t) - s

~< IIS(t, 0)I1"11x~ - Xo II <

x(" )e P(x'o)n C S( K) = Q(x'o)
=~Q(x'o) ~ ~ for all X'oeX o + I~.
Next let x(')~Q(xo). F r o m lemma 7 we know that we can find z,(')~P(xo)c~int
CS(K) (i.e. an interior trajectory) s.t. ]1x - z, II~ < ~/2 in C(T, H). Also from above we
know that we can find di > 0 s.t. for all X'o~X o + 1~ there exists y(')eQ(x'o) s.t.
IIz, - y ]l~ < e/2 in C(T, H). Therefore IIx - y II ~o < e/2 + e/2 = e=>x(')eQ(x'o) + 1~,.
Since x(')eQ(xo) was arbitrary, we get Q(xo) ~- Q(x'o) + 1~ for all X'oeXo + I~=~Q(.) is
l.s.c, on v.
Q.E.D.
Combining theorems 3.3 and 3.4 we get:
Theorem 3.5. If the hypotheses of theorem 3.4 hold for all x o e V c H, then Q,: V--*

P~(C(T, H)) is h-continuous.
Proof. From theorems 3.3 and 3.4 we get that Q,(') is continuous on V and because
it is Pk(C(T, H))-valued, it is h-continuous, as claimed.
Q.E.D.

4. Optimization problems
In this section we solve some optimization problems involving the systems considered
in w
So let ~b:H • C ( T , H ) ~ R be a continuous function s.t. for every xoeH, q~(xo,') is
convex. We consider the following optimization problem:
(O_~1):V(Xo) = inf {q~(xo, x): x(.)~ Q(xo) }.
Theorem 4.1. If the hypotheses of theorem 3. I hold, then fc(.) is a solution of (O_~) if and
only if there exists x*~d2~(x o, x)~_ M(T, H) s.t. ((x*, x ) ) = inf {((x*, x)): xeQ{xo)} with
((-,.)) denoting the duality brackets for the pair (C(T,H), M ( T , H ) = (C(T,H))*).
Furthermore if the hypotheses of theorem 3.3 hold. then v: V ~ R is u.s.c..
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Proof. Let ~(~o) " C(T, H) ~ ~ = lieU{ + ~ } be defined by 6e~xo)(x)= 0 if xeQ(xo), and
+ oc otherwise. Exploiting the continuity of tp(',') we have:
inf q~(xo, x) =
xeQ(xo)

inf ~b(Xo,x) =
xeQ(xo)

inf [~b(xo, x) + 6a-~o~(x)].
xeC(T,H)

From theorem 3.1 we know that Q(xo) = Q,(xo) and the latter is convex. So 6~eT-~o~(')
is a closed convex function. Hence our problem is a convex optimization problem.
So the optimality condition from convex analysis (see Laurent [12], theorem 6.4.5,
p. 352), tells us that ~Q(xo) is a solution if and only if 0ec~[tk(Xo, ~) + t$~Tffi(~)]. Since
~b(Xo,-) is continuous we can apply the Moreau-Rockafellar theorem (see Laurent
[12], theorem 6.6.7, p. 369) and get that d[~b(Xo,.~) + 6Q-i~(.~)] = c~b(xo, .~) + c~cSQ-iToo~(.).'~
Therefore there exists x*ec~2q~(Xo,.~) s.t. - x* e c~,~Q-r~(~)~(( - x*, ~t))= ~ - x*, Q(Xo)) :~
((x*, .~.))-- inf{ ((x*, x)): xEQ(xo)}.
The last part of the theorem, concerning the upper semicontinuity of the value
functional v(.), follows from theorem 3.3 of this paper and theorem 5, p. 52, of
Aubin-Cellina [l].
Q.E.D.

Remark. If q~(Xo,x ) = ~(x)= j'g f(t, x(t))dt, then the conclusion of the theorem takes
the following form: "~(.)eQ(xo) solves (O1) if and only if there exists x*(.)eM(T, H)
s.t. x*(t)eSf(t,~(t)) a.e. and ((x*,~.))= min {((x*,x)): xeQ(Xo)}. This is a consequence
of a result of Rockafellar [21] (theorem 22), which says that x*ed~,)c~x*(t)e
8f(t, .~(t)) a.e.
if instead we consider system (**), then we can get a stronger result concerning the
value function v(.).
Theorem 4.2. If the hypotheses of theorem 3.5 hold, then v: V -=+R is continuous.

Proof. This follows from theorem 3.5, combined with theorem 6, p. 53 of AubinCellina [I].
Q.E.D.
Now we pass to a terminal cost control problem. So consider the following
optimization problem:
(02) inf {$(x(b)): x(-)~Q(xo) }.
Here ~: H ~ • is continuous, convex. We have the following "minimum principle",
characterizing the solutions of (O___z).
Theorem 4.3. If the hypotheses of theorem 3. I hold, then ;c(.)6Q(xo) solves (02) if and
only if there exists x* ec3~b(.~(b)) s.t. (x*, .~(b)) = inf {(x*, y): ye R(b) }.

Pro(~ Let dp:C( T, H)-* R be defined by O(x)=(d/oeb)(X)=d/(x(b)), eb(") being the
evaluation at b map. From proposition 5.7, p. 27, of Ekeland-Temam [9], we know
that Oq~(x)= e*c3d/(x(b)). Rewrite (O_O_z)as inf{q~(x): x~Q(xo) } and apply theorem 4.1. So
there exists z*ecgdp(~,)=e'~dd/(~(b)) s.t. ((z*,~))=min {((z*,x)):xeQ(xo) }. But z * =
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e'x*, x*ec~(.~(b)). Hence we have:
((e'x*, ~)) = (x*, ~(b)) = min {((e~'x*, x)): x~Q(xo)}
= min {(x*, x(b)): x ~ Q(x o) }
= min {(x*, y): yeg(b)}.
Q.E.D.

5. Controllability

In this section we examine some controllability questions for the systems considered
in this paper.
Let Vo, Vb ~ H be nonempty. We say that (*) is "Vo Vh-approximately controllable,"
if given e, > 0 there exists ~o~Vo and admissible control u~(')eS~ s.t. if x~(.)eC(T, H)
is the corresponding trajectory emanating from x~, we have d(x'(b), Vb) < e.
Theorem 5.1. If the hypotheses of theorem 3.1 hold for every Xoe Vo, and system (*) is
Vo Vb-approximately controllable, then
sup min a(x*, R(xo, b)- VO >~O, where R(xo b) = {x(b): x(. )eQ(xo) }.
xo~Volx~ ~< t

Proof From the definition of VoVb-approximate controllability, we know-that there
exist {x~},~l c_ Vo s.t.
R(x~,b)n(Vx + l~a/,) 4: 0 .
So for every x*eH, Ix*l ~< 1, we have
a(x*, R(x~,b)) >1 inf (x*, v) - l/n=~a(x*, R(x~,b) - Vl) >I - l/n.
v~ V

I

Let n --* 0o. We get sup min a(x*, R(xo, b) - V1) >/0.
x o ~ V o Ix*[ ~< 1

Q.E.D.
When the system is linear the above inequality condition is also sufficient for
Vo V~-approximate controllability of the system.
So consider the following system.

{

.~(t) + A(t)x(t) = B(t)u(t) a.e. on T ~ (***)
x(0) = Xo,
]
u ~ U =_LZ(Z)

Theorem 5.2. If hypotheses H(A), H(U), Hc hold, BeL~(T, Ze(Z,H)), Vo={Xo} and
minlx,i ~ i a g~xo.b~-V, (X*) >t0 then (***) is Vo Vb-approximately controllable.
Proof. Suppose (***)is not VoVh-approximately controllable. Then this means that
R(xo, b) ~ Vt = ~ . Note that because of the linearity of the system R(xo, b) is convex,
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closed, while by hypothesis the same is true for lib. Also R(xo, b) is w-compact (see
theorem 3.2). Thus we can apply the strong separation theorem and get x*~H\{0},
Ix*l~< I and 6 > 0 s.t.
a(x*, R(xo, b)) < - 6 + min (x*, v) ~ a(x*, R(xo, b) - V~) < - 6
v~VI

a contradiction to our hypothesis. So (***) is VoVb-approximately controllable.
Q.E.D.
When V~= H, then we say that (***) is "approximately controllable" from Vo = {Xo}
in time b, if R(xo, b) = H.
Let BsL~~ .~(Z, X*)) and define Be.5~(L2(Z), L2(X*)) by setting (/~u) (') = B(.)u(').
Also we need the following weaker form of H(A). H(A)I : A: T x X --*X* is an operator
s.t. A(t)(') is linear, continuous, strongly monotone and 11A(') :elx.x,leL~.

Theorem 5.3. If H(A 1) holds and B(U) is dense in Le(x*), then (***) is approximately
controllable from x o in time b.

Proof. Without any loss of generality assume that x o = 0. Then consider the adjoint
equation f~(t)-A*(t)v(t)= 0 a.e. on T, v(b)= hEH. From Lions [14] we know that
this has a unique solution v(.)e W(T) ~_ L2(X) c~ C(T, H). Therefore for every trajectory
x(.) of (***) we have:
f f (, s

v(t) ) dt + f ] (A(t)x(t), v(t)) dt = f ] (, B(t)u(t), v{t) ) de.

Since v(.), x(.)E W(T), we can integrate by parts and get that (x(b),h)=Sbo(B(t)u(t),
v(t) ) dt = (Bu, V)L2~X*~,L2tX~~ heR(b, Xo)• if and only if (Bu, V)L2~X.~,L~X~= 0 for all ue U.
But /3(U) is dense in L2(X*). So v = O on T=~h=v(b)=O~R(b, xo)•
R(b, xo) = H~(*-**-) is indeed approximately controllable.
Q.E.D.
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